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work on finding an alternative ffor standard
Abstrract. This paperr presents our w
machhine vision equippment to be useed in microfacto
ories where smaall working
spacees raise the need for miniaturizedd equipment. We tested three coommercially
availaable miniaturizeed camera moduules used, for example,
e
in mobbile phones
and compared
c
them against
a
two stanndard machine vision
v
cameras. IIn the tests,
we compared
c
four selected factoors: camera dyynamic capabillity, image
distorrtions, edge sharrpness, and smooothness of imagee brightness.
Keyw
words: Microfaactory, desktopp factory, machine vision, miniaturized
m
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1 Introd
duction
Desktop annd microfactoory equipmennt refers to manufacturingg and assem
mbly
equipment that
t
can be pllaced on deskttop and moved
d easily by huuman power. For
F
example, thhe microfactory
y concept deveeloped at Tam
mpere Universitty of Technoloogy
(TUT) [1] uses
u
stand-alonne factory moddules that have dimensions off 300 x 220 x 200
2
mm and thaat have a workking envelope oof 180 x 180 x 180 mm. Because of the very
v
small workiing envelope, all used equippment needs too be highly minniaturized. Figg. 1
shows the TUT
T
microfacto
ory module whhere the left paart of the moduule is reserved for
control electronics and thee larger part onn the right is thee work enveloppe.

44 mm

300 mm
m

Fig. 1. TUT microfactoory module (left)) and tested C-m
mount cameras (w
without lenses), 2
n circuit board uunder 5 megapixeel
megapixel, and 5 megapixeel camera modulles (right). Green
modulee is an adapter board for evaluation purposes.

Typical assembly and manufacturing operations implemented in desktop and
microfactories need or at least benefit greatly from the use of machine vision.
Cameras can, for example, locate parts to be assembled, make dimensional
measurements, or perform other quality assurance tasks. However, integrating
standard machine vision cameras with standard C-mount or even S-mount optics to
the small working envelope of a microfactory is extremely difficult because of their
relatively large size. Therefore smaller cameras with smaller optics are needed. In this
paper we present our work on finding an alternative for normal machine vision
equipment.

2 Tested Cameras and Camera Modules
We tested three miniaturized camera modules used, for example, in mobile phones
and compared them against two normal machine vision cameras with C-mount optics.
Table 1 and Fig. 1 show tested cameras. In the tests, we used a C-mount lens with
nominal focal length of 12 mm (type JHF12MK) from SpaceCom [2]. The length of
the C-mount lens (about 36 mm for the lens used) is not included in the physical size
mentioned in Table 1 but it has to added to depth length of C-mount cameras. For
camera modules, the physical depth dimension includes the integrated lens.
Table 1. Tested C-mount cameras and camera modules.
Camera

Type

UI-1540M (Cmount)

Grayscale
(CMOS,
USB)

UI-6240SE-M (Cmount)
OmniVision
OV-07640
OmniVision
OV-2640
OmniVision
OV-5620

Grayscale
(CCD,
GigE)
RGB
color,
CMOS
RGB
color,
CMOS
RGB
color,
CMOS

Resolution
1280 x
1024
(SXGA,
1.3 MP)

Pixel
Size

Full Well
Capacity

Physical
Size (mm)

Manufacturer

5.2
µm

40 000 e-

32 x 34 x
38 (W x H
x D)

Imaging
Development
Systems [3]

1280 x
1024

4.65
µm

12 000 e-

4.2
µm

35 000 e-

2.2
µm

12 000 e-

2.2
µm

Not
known

44 x 34 x
60 (W x H
x D)
6x6x5
(W x H x
D)
8.5 x 8.5 x
5.5 (W x
H x D)
21 x 19 x
16 (W x H
x D)

Imaging
Development
Systems [3]
OmniVision
Technologies
[4]
OmniVision
Technologies
[4]
OmniVision
Technologies
[4]

640 x 480
(VGA,
0.3 MP)
1600 x
1200
(2 MP)
2592 x
1944
(5 MP)

Tested miniaturized camera modules use integrated lenses and custom made, highly
integrated, electronics making their physical size very small. In addition, due to large
manufacturing volumes they are cheap making them an interesting alternative for
normal machine vision equipment. As such, tested miniaturized camera modules do
not have connectors or software capability to be connected directly to PC as normal

machine vision cameras. For testing and evaluation, manufacturer offers an evaluation
kit with USB and/or Ethernet connectors and software enabling connection to PC.

3 Test Targets and Image Capturing
We tested each camera to find out 1) how much geometrical distortions images have,
2) how uniform image brightness is, 3) how sharp edges images have, and 4) how
well cameras can detect dark and bright objects at the same time (dynamic capability).
For this purpose, we used targets shown in Fig. 2. Test targets were: a) a checker
board pattern for calibrating and calculating image geometrical distortions, b) uniform
mid gray (pixel value 128, max 255) for checking brightness uniformity, c) two
patterns with black and white bars and slanted squares for evaluating edge sharpness,
and d) a pattern with 17 regularly distributed grayscales ranging from completely
black (pixel value 0) to completely white (pixel value 255) for evaluating the dynamic
capability of the imaging system. Final test target having some common objects is
only used for visual estimations.

Fig. 2. Test targets imaged with OmniVision VGA camera module. Red rectangles on top of
slanted square target indicate areas where edge sharpness was evaluated.

The targets were printed on normal A3 and A4 size papers with high quality color
laser printer using 1200 dpi printing resolution. We took three images of each target
in a room with no windows and normal office illumination created with fluorescent
tubes in the ceiling. When taking images, we adjusted the distance between camera
and target so that the field-of-view (FOV) was always slightly over 300 mm wide
fitting A4 size paper. We also took care that the targets were always in the same
orientation. With C-mount cameras we used the same lens with same aperture size.
Before and after taking images, we measured illumination intensity in FOV corners
and center with an exposure meter commonly used in photography. To avoid effects

created by image comprression, we saaved all images in bitmap format. Tablee 2
summarizess imaging condditions.
Table 2. Imaging condditions when tak
king test images.
UI-1540
Lens-targett distance
(mm
m)

UI-62240

5
584

Omni VG
GA

Omni 2 MP
M

Omni 5 MP
M

6566

393

371

487

Not know
wn
(autoexposuree)

Not know
wn
(autoexposuree)

7.4 – 7.66

7.4 – 7.66

Camera inttegration
time (m
ms)

119

57

Not know
wn
(autoexposuree)

Illumination
intensity (eexposure
valuees)

7.55 – 7.7

7.5 – 77.7

7.4 – 7.6
6

4 Analyssis and Testt Results
4.1 Image Geometrical Distortions
For calculatting image disttortions, we used calibration toolbox for Maatlab [5] to dettect
the corners of the checkerr board patternn to get a 9 x 6 matrix of im
mage coordinattes.
After that, we
w used calibraation method ddeveloped by Heikkilä
H
[6] and implemented
d in
Matlab [7] to
t calibrate thee camera + lenns system and to
t calculate thee corrected corrner
image coord
dinates. Finallyy, we calculateed the distancee in pixels betw
ween the origin
nal,
measured, and
a the correctted image coordinates. Know
wing the cameera resolution and
a
FOV size inn millimeters, we
w calculated tthe spatial reso
olution (mm peer pixel) and used
that to transsform pixel disstances to milliimeters. Fig. 3 shows these eerrors in graphiical
format for OmniVision 5 MP camera module. The shape of the eerror pattern was
w
similar for all
a cameras andd camera moduules: largest errrors are in cornners. Table in Fig.
F
3 shows thee average and maximum
m
distoortions in millim
meters.

UI-1540
UI-6240
OV VGA
OV 2 MP
OV 5 MP

Avg
(mm)
0.47
0.32
0.32
0.74
0.51

Max
(mm))
1.42
1.19
1.37
1.51
1.82

Fig. 3. Geometrical distortions in 9 x 6 calibration poin
nts for OmniVisiion 5 MP cameraa
m
distorttions for all testeed cameras and camera
c
modules.
module annd average and maximum

4.2 Image Brightness Uniformity
U
To evaluatee the uniformityy of image briightness, we diivided images to 10 x 8 equaally
sized windoows and calculated the averagge pixel intenssities for each window. In thhese
calculationss, we did not consider the ssmall variationns in illuminattion intensitiess in
different parrts of camera FOV,
F
because they
t
were consstant and smalll. We scanned the
target with a normal deskktop scanner uusing 600 dpi resolution andd made the saame
mage to verifyy target brightnness. Even thouugh the test tarrget
analysis forr the scanned im
was printed with high quaality laser printeer to constant mid
m gray colorr (pixel value 128,
max 255), it
i proved to haave small variaations in measuured gray valuues (brightnessees).
As leftmostt graph in Figg. 4 shows, sscanned targett brightness chhanged relativvely
randomly whereas
w
OmniV
Vision 2 MP im
mages were subbstantially brighhter in center part
p
of the imagee.

Fig. 4. Measured
M
averag
ge pixel brightneesses for 10 x 8 image
i
windows of scanned targeet
(left) and for
f OmniVision 2 MP image (rigght). Graphs havve different scalees in Z direction
n.

Table 3 listts minimum, avverage, and m
maximum brighhtness values for
f scanned tarrget
and for all cameras
c
and caamera moduless. Images captuured with C-mount cameras had
h
relatively ev
ven brightnesss whereas all camera
c
modulles produced images where the
center part of
o the image was
w noticeably brighter
b
than corners and edgges.
Table 3. Image brightnness uniformity test results for all
a cameras and ccamera modules.

Min
Average
Max
Standard
deviation
Max - Min

Scanned
121.0
127.0
135.0
3.4

UI-1540
96.0
104.3
113.0
4.2

UI-6240
96.0
1101.2
1115.0
4.9

OV VGA
V
71..0
98..8
1188.7
12..1

OV 2 MP
M
96.0
132.8
161.00
15.9

OV 5 MP
P
74.3
110.3
134.7
16.9

14.0

17.0

19.0

47..7

65

60.3

4.3 Edge Sh
harpness
We used Im
maTest softwarre [8] to calcullate two measu
ures for edge shharpness from
m 10
different po
ositions from thhe slanted squuares test targeet (see Fig. 2).. First measuree is
Modulation Transfer Fun
nction (MTF) and especiallyy MTF50 valuue. MTF50 vaalue

refers to freequency when contrast
c
between input and output
o
has droppped to 50% off its
original valu
ue. In practice this means, foor example, disstance betweenn black and whhite
bars where contrast betweeen black and white
w
has droppped to 50% of original makking
bars seem blurry.
b
ImaTestt’s SFR functioon calculates MTF50
M
value in
i line widths and
a
divides it by
b picture height to compeensate differen
nt picture ressolutions. Secoond
measure forr edge sharpneess is the distaance, measuredd in pixels, froom background
d to
target pixel brightness vallues giving thee “steepness” of the edge. Im
maTest calculaates
a scales it to picture height as in MTF50 ccalculations.
10% - 90% rise distance and
hows MTF50 value
v
in line wiidths (LW) divvided by picturre height and 10%
Fig. 5 sh
- 90% edgee rise distance also scaled w
with picture heeight (PH). In both graphs, the
higher the value the bettter it is. Horiizontal axis inn both graphs refers to the 10
TV means Leftt Top corner V
Vertical edge and
a
different eddges where, forr example, LT
MiH means Middle squaree and Horizonttal edge (see Fiig. 2).

Fig. 5. Edgge sharpness resuults.

Tested cameera modules usse Bayer mosaaic filter to deteect colors. This commonly used
technique iss simple but, ass a drawback, iit adds (coloreed) artifacts aroound target edgges.
Tsai and So
ong [9] explain this in detail aand propose a method
m
to reduuce color artifaccts.
Tested camera modules cllearly do not use
u such metho
ods as all imagges captured with
w
all camera modules
m
show
w these artifactss as colors nexxt to target eddges on black and
a
white targetts. Fig. 6 show
ws a close-up oon bar pattern imaged
i
with O
OV 2 MP moduule.
Graph on right
r
in Fig. 6 shows red, ggreen, and bluee pixel intensiities measuredd in
horizontal direction.
d
Thiss graph shows that red, greeen, and blue pixel
p
values haave
peaks in sligghtly different positions makiing some pixell columns seem
m colored.

Fig. 6. Close-up
C
on edgee pattern showingg colored artifaccts.

4.4 Dynamiic Capability
We evaluatted camera dyynamic capabbility by using
g a pattern w
with 17 differrent
grayscales ranging
r
from completely w
white (pixel vaalue 255) to ccompletely blaack
(pixel valuee 0) with even steps. ImaTesst’s Stepchart feature
f
calculaated average piixel
values for each
e
17 steps foor all cameras,, camera modu
ules, and also for
fo scanned targget.
Fig. 7 show
ws these resultss. When takingg images with C-mount cam
meras, we adjussted
camera inteegration time so
s that the whhite step wouldd be almost ovverexposed (piixel
value almosst 255). Cameera modules used
u
automaticc exposure andd therefore whhite
steps do nott appear complletely white buut have pixel vaalues around 1880.

Fig. 7. Measured
M
image brightnesses
b
of 117 gray steps for C-mount camerras (on left) and for
camera moodules (on right)).

5 Discusssion and Coonclusions
Based on these
t
tests, tested miniaturiized camera modules
m
proviide good enouugh
quality imaages to be, in most applicattions, realistically comparabble with standdard
machine vission equipmennt. Even thouggh tested cameera modules hhave higher piixel
resolutions than C-mountt cameras, onee has to remember that usinng Bayer mossaic
filter reducees “true imagee resolution” bbecause pixel (color) valuess are interpolaated
from severaal neighboring pixels. Anotheer drawback resulting from Bayer
B
filter are the
(colored) arrtifacts on targeet edges possibbly making edg
ge detection more
m
difficult th
han
when using monochrome (grayscale) cam
meras. Edge shharpness and im
mage geometriical
c
and camera
c
modulles. Variationss in
distortions were similar in all tested cameras
image brighhtness are probbably the most significant diffference betweeen tested cameeras
and camera modules.
One funndamental diffference betweeen standard machine vision cameras and
a
miniaturizedd camera moddules is the levvel of automattization: Cameera modules haave
several auto
omatic softwaree features mannipulating raw camera
c
image before outputtting
it; for exam
mple auto expossure setting, auutomatic white balance, and eedge enhancem
ment
are just a few features camera moduules automatically adjust. Such
S
features are
w
the goal is to (automattically) make im
mages look goood to human eye.
e
convenient when
In typical machine
m
vision applications, however,
h
we want
w
to control,, or at least knoow,
what param
meters were ussed when imagge was capturred in order too able to reliaably
compare im
mages from thee same scene. Tested camerra modules havve limited andd/or
poorly docu
umented methoods to control image capturin
ng parameters and, considerring

their use in machine vision applications, this is a definite weakness for them. Other
weaknesses are their short lifespan and limited availability and support at least for
small customers.
On the other hand, considering desktop and microfactory applications, the
extremely small size of miniaturized camera modules is a distinctive advantage. Small
size enables easy integration and placing cameras to places where normal machine
vision cameras are impossible to fit. Further advantage of camera modules is their low
price: the modules tested here cost approximately 20 € per piece. Therefore it would
be economically feasible to use multiple cameras in each microfactory module
enabling completely new ways of monitoring and measuring production.
5.1 Future Work
As mentioned earlier, tested camera modules do not have necessary connectors or
software to be connected directly to PC. Therefore we have started to design a circuit
board to which we can connect four OmniVision 2 MP modules and transfer image
data to PC over Ethernet connection. Our plan is to fit one or more four camera units
in our microfactory module. This gives us, for example, a view of the working area
from several directions enabling measurements in three dimensions using stereo
vision and/or photogrammetry. Second application could be to use different exposure
settings in cameras looking at the same area enabling imaging with better dynamics,
i.e. detecting very bright and dark objects at the same time. Third possibility is to
combine several partially overlapping images into one high resolution image.
Researchers at Stanford have implemented these using up to 128 conventionally sized
cameras [10]. Our aim is to achieve similar results in microfactory environment using
miniaturized camera modules.
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